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ABSTRACT

Early attending of license’s business in economic growth caused by desire of an entrepreneur in product and service distribution with efficient and effective system so that its business can rapidly grow. license’s Business in United States Of America begin when multinational ( MNC) formed which wish to sell globally without regional and national definition where;then in its business activity, MNC give license and build production facility in place or state which is marked as potential market. Indonesia represent very potential market. That thing could  be seen from amount of entired Indonesian resident about 220 million soul, so that made as one of target of USA company in broadening its market. On the other side local business in natural indonesia is slowly growth. One thing who make me were interesting to reasearch is : How Indonesian consumer attitude to the presence of American license’s business products? How  influence of existence of American product license to local license’s business as well as to economic growth of Indonesia in general?
The goal of this research is to know and to give a description and to eksploration the presence of American license’s business to Indonesia . Here in after wish to know. How Indonesian society respon to coming of the presence of American license’s business products and How influence of existence of American product license to lokal license’s business as well as to economic growth [of] Indonesia in general. While usefulness or benefit from this research is to obtain;get and add knowledge concerning theory - theory related to International Relation study and also train ability think and analyse a problem.
Descriptive analistic method used this research. This method has aim to to depict a phenomenon in this case growth of local business and economic growth of Indonesia systematically for analysed and found the problem solving, description is the way to ask question who, what, where, when or how much, so it is the way to reporting has done
The result this research is : To make balance to to the number of foreign franchise or license business in Indonesia, government don’t have to barricade or do a regulation, because that’s not an irrelevant way anymore. Government Should push  and support local entrepreneur in Indonesia to be more impetous build market inside and outside of country through direct exporting and also;build the license, agent and waralaba business in foreign countries.
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